
Instructor: Robin Lambert

Ceramics 361:: Assignment IV :: Artist Reviews

Aim: To look at contemporary art and ceramics magazines and books to develop an awareness of  the 
convention of  writing artist’s statements.

Task: Look through books, magazines and/or the Internet to find articles on artists that interest you.  Read 
the article and make a brief  review (one-half  to one page typed and double-spaced) about the article and 
respond to what the artists said.  Submit your review along with a good photocopy of  the statement you are 
discussing. 

Does the writing refer to a specific body of  work or is it a discussion of  general themes?
Does the statement add to your appreciation of  the artist’s work?
Does the statement support or confuse what you read in the work?

Ensure that you cite the source and include it on both your summary and the copy of  the article. If  you are 
unsure of  how to cite a reference the Library has information sheets on how to acknowledge sources from 
books, periodicals and the web. Use MLA bibliographic style. Example: for a Magazine Article: Author. " Title 
of  Article." Title of  Magazine Date (DDMMYY): pages.

Resources: The RDC library has current and back issues of  Ceramics Monthly magazine and holdings of  
various Ceramics books. Other sources are Ceramics: Art and Perception Magazine and Ceramics: Technical, 
American Ceramics ,  American Crafts, Art in America, Canadian Art and Clay Times.  We hold many of  
these magazines in the technician’s office. Many magazines are on-line and offer some of  their magazine 
content at their site.

Writing Skills Assistance: Need free help with your writing assignments? The Writing Skills Tutor is 
available to assist you with all aspects of  writing - including research and planning, sentence and paragraph 
structure, thesis statements, grammar, spelling, and the correct usage of  style guides (eg. APA, MLA). You're 
welcome to e-mail an essay or other writing assignment to the tutor. She will read it over, insert helpful 
comments on how the paper can be improved, and then e-mail it back to you. Please ensure that the tutor 
receives your assignment at least three business days before you’d like it returned to you.

For more information about this service, or to submit an assignment for review, please contact:

Heather Vander Plaat - Writing Skills Tutor
heather.vanderplaat@rdc.ab.ca
403.343.4064

Notes: 
- The following will be considered for grading: consideration of  project parameters, effort, presentation, 

demonstration of  depth of  investigation and personal challenge and an overall general skill level.
- I would recommend that you pace yourself  - it is pointless if  you do it all the night before it is due.
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